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It's a rare
thing when

the 'tricky
second

album'
eclipses a
band's debut.

Especially
one which

showed such
promise as
Brighton

based Anemo's Slowburn - an album
delivered principally by Kingsley Sage

(keyboards, bass and programming) and Matt
Palmer (guitars and bass) with some
excellent vocals by Hazelle Woodhurst. I t

may have lacked a little polish but
nevertheless hinted at the band being

potential contenders for the Evanescence
goth crown.

And while their debut was based on an

impressive collection of pop meets
electronica that found favour on both sides

of the Atlantic, the band's follow-up
Stentorian finds a fully formed line up
expanded to incorporate Erika Woodhurst on

backing vocals, Dan Partington on bass and
Mike Kelly on drums.

As a result, Stentorian (named after Stentor,
a legendary Greek herald in the Trojan War,

whose voice was as loud of that of 50 men)
has a much more 'band' sound and feel,
reflecting the band's aggressive live sound.

Opening with the single Pray - a piece of
classic rock inspi red by the Iraq war capture

and hostage taking of BBC correspondent
John Simpson - the album finds Anemo in full
flight and taking their sound to a new level of

maturity with an identity that no longer
sounds borrowed or uncertain.

Indeed, Stentorian proves to be a corker of
an album and an undisputed contender for

female fronted rock album of the year. But
what makes the album so impressive (apart
from the delivery) is the strength of the song

writing which has melody and diversity by the
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